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ANTI-INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLD WITH TRIVIAL NORMAL
CONNECTION IN S2n'! AND CP"

By :\fAS.·\FUlI OKUIl'RA

Introduction. In their recent paper =/1~, 1'ano and KO/1 proved the foll
OWIng

THEORE\1 Y -K. Lct M be a compact n-dilllcnsional (1/' 1) anti-inl'ariant
sllblllanifold of Cl! ,('ith tril'ial normal connectiol/. If thc mcan curN:tU1"e'i'C

etor .field is parallcl ,6th respect to the normal cOJlncction, thcll AI is either
totally xeodesic or 5 1 (rj).·,Sl(rz) .. · ... ·:SI(rn ), 1chcrc Sl(r,) denotes the circle
of radius ri.

The purpose of the paper is to prove analgous theorems for submanifolds
of 11 complex projective space and of a sphere. The main tf 01 for this pur
pose is the theory of immersion compatible with a submersion, which is de
veloped by Lawson DJ and the present author [2~. In ~1, we state briefly
the necessary results of the theory for later use. In §2, we try to regard a
submanifold of a sphere as a submanifold of Cn-! which is an ambient space
~)f the s::>here. As easy consequences of these consideration we have analogous
theorems to that of Yano and Kon. This will be stated in S3.

~1. Immersion that is compatible with the Hopf-fibration.

Let 52" ! be an odd-dimensional unit sphere in a (2u.J- 2) -dimensional Eu
clidean space which is identified with (n-L 1) -dimensional complex space Cn'I
and J the natural almost complex structure of Cn I. The image V= J N of
the outward unit normal vector field N to S2,,-! by J defines a unit tangent
vector field on S2'" 1 and the in tegral curves of if are great circles SI in S2n J

1

which are fibres of the Hopf -fibration : 5 I ->52n
c I--"-~CP". Let M be a sub

manifold of Cpn of real codimension p and the natural immersion X-I (M)
into 5 211 ! is compatible with the Hopf-fibration. In this case we have the
following commutative diagram:

1
:7'~I (M) -----> 5 2n ' 1

1- 1_I .. ..

" "J'14 epn
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The immersion i is an isometry on the fibres. The diagram implies that for
unit vertical vector field V of 1<-1 (M), V= i (V) is also unit vertical vector
field of ~2,,+1 and that for any tangent vector X to M, the horizontal lift
i(X)L coincide with i(XL). The almost complex structure J of cp" is no
thing .but the fundamental tensor of the submersion 7( andthe Riemannian
strudture of cp" is characterized by the fact that 1< is a Riemannian submer
sion [3]. Let NA (A=l, ...,p) be mutually orthonormal normal vectors at a
point xE M and extend them to local fields in a neighborhood of x. Then
their horizontal lifts N~ (A=l, ... ,p) are also mutually orthonormal nOrplal
local vector fields to 7(-1 (M) in a neighborhood of yE 7(-1 (x). The transfo
rms Ji(X) and JNA can be respectively written by

(1.1) Ji(X) =i(FX) +El=luA (X) N A ,

(1. 2) JNA=-i(UA) +EI=lA.ABLBB,

and we easily see that UA (X) = g (UA, X), where g is the induced Rieman
nian metric of M from the Fubini-Study metric G of CP".- The linear tra
nsformation F on T(M) thus defined is nothing but the fundamental tensor
of the submersion rr: : rr:-1 (M) - M. We denote by HA and HA the correspo
nding second fundament! tensors to N A and Ni respectively. Then it is kn
own [2J that

(1.3) trace H A= (traceHA)L,

0.4) g(HA, V, V) =0, g(HAXL, yL) =g(HAX, Y)L,

where g denotes the Riemannian metric of 7(-1 (M).
Let DN and DN respectively be the connections of the normal bundles

which induced from the ambient manifolds cp" and 8 2"+1. By definition of
the normal connection, we have [2J,

(1. 5) g(UA, X)L= -g(HAXL, V),

(1. 6) l5:x.LNNAL= (DXNNA)L,

(1. 7) DVNNAL= - El=lA.ABLN BL.

. Let Hand ii be the mean curvature vector fields of M and n-1(M) res
pectivel~. Then we have from (1. 3) and (1. 5) ,

(1. 8) (n+1)Dx LH= El=l[XL (traceHA) NAL+ (traceHA) DxLNNALJ

=L:A~l[X(traceHA)NA+ (traceHA) DxNNAJL

=n (DxNH) L,

and

(1. 9) (n+ 1)15vli= I:1..l[V (traceHA ) NAL+ (traceHA ) DVNNAL] ,
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= L;B..f=l [V (traceHA)LNAL- (traceHA)LAABLNBLJ

= - [L;A.t~l (traceHA ) AABNBJL.

The curvature tensor of Cpn is given by

(1. 10)

and so

R'(X', Y')Z'=G(Y', Z')X'-G(X', Z') Y'+G(JF, Z')JX'

-G(JX', Z')JY'-2G(JX', P)JZ',

G(R' (i(X), i( Y) N A, NB) =~(UA' y)g(UB, X) -g(UA, X)~(UB, Y)

-2g(FX, Y) ,lAB'

On the other hand, S2n'l being a space of constant curvature 1, relations
between normal curvature RN and RN are given by

(1.11) G(RN(XL, }'L)NAL, N BL) =G(RN(X, }')NA, N B)L+2g(FX, Y)LAAi',

where G is the Riemannian metric of S2n'l. Furthermore we have

G(RN(V, }'L)NAL, NBL) =g([HA, HB]V, }'L)

= (g(HAHB-HBHA)V, YL)

= g(HBv, (/lA nL),-g(HAXL, V)g(HBV, V) -g(HAV, (HBy)L)

-g(HBXL, V)g(HAV, V)

=g(HBV, (HA}')L)_g(HAV, (HBY)L)

= -g(UB, HA }')L,g(UA , H B }')L,

because of (1. 4) and (1. 5). Thus we have

(1. 12)

§2. Anti-invariant submanifolds of S2n-'1 in Cn'l.

Let Q be a linear transformation of the tangent bundle T(M) of a diffe
rentiable manifold M and M a submanifold of M. If the tangent bundle
T(M) of M satisfies QT(M) c T(M), we say that the submenifold M is an
invariant submanifold of M under the action of Q. On the other hand if Q
T(M) is orthogonal to T(M), we say that M is an anti-invariant suhmani
fold of M under the action of Q. Now we regard the sphere of radius 1 as
a Sasakian manifold with natural Sasakian structure (JL, V, G) , where G is
the induced Riemannian metric of S2n+l from the ambient" space en j 1=E2n+2.

We denote by N the position vector field which defines S2n+1 in Cn+l. N is
also a unit normal vector field to 3 2n+1• Since JL is defined from the almost
complex structure J of the ambient space en-'-l in such a way that
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(2.5)

(2. 4) and (2. 5), we have

DileX)i2(NA) =i2DJt.NNA,

LA (X) =0,

Ji2(X) =i~L(X)+G(V, X)N,
where i2 is the immersion S21+L-,>C"+1, XE T(S211+1) , if M is an anti-inva
riant submanifold under the action of JL, M is also anti-invariant under the
action of J of 0.+ 1•

Let M is an anti-invariant submanifold of codimension n. Denoting by i 1

and N A (A= 1, ... , n) the immersion M~.s211+1 and mutually orthonormal no
rmal vectors to M in 05 211+1 respectively, we have the following Gauss and
Weingarten equations for X, YE T(M).

(2.1) l\i1(f)i2i1(Y) =i2i1i7XY + I:A~-l g(IlAX, Y)i2NA -g(X, Y)N,

(2.2) Pili2eX)i2(NA) = -i2i1(IlAX) +DileX)Ni2(NA),

(2.3) Pi2i1 ex)N =i2i1(X) + :EA"=l.LA(X) i1N A,

where P, LA, respectively denote the covariant differentiation with respect
to the Euclidean metric of C"+1and the third fundamental tensor with respect
to the immersion i 2i 1• On the other hand we have

(2.4) Pi2eil ex»i2(NA) =i2Di1 ex) NA+G(H,,+Ii1 (X), NA)N

= -i2i111AX+i2DxNNA-G(i1 (X), NA)N

= -i2i 111Ax+i2DxNNA,

= -i211"+li1 (X) =i2i1(X).

Comparing (2.2), (2.3),

(2.6)

(2.7)

from which

(2.8) J)i1eX)NX=0.

The mean curvature vector field H of M in Cn+! is

(2.9) R= [I:A"=l(traceHA) i2N A+trace (-I)N]/n+ 1=n(i211-N) /n+l.

Thus we have

(2.10) Di2il(x)N!1=n(Dil<x)i2NH -Di1<X)N) /n+ 1

=nI:A':.l [Di1<x)N(trace HA)i2N A]/n+1

=n~A:l [X(trace RJl)i2NA+i2DxN'NA]/n+l

=n(i2D XNH) ,

which shows that if the mean curvature vector field H of M is parallel wi
th respect to the normal connection in 8 2n+1, so is the mean curvature vec-
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tor field H of M in en+!.
Let RN (X, Y) be the normal curvature of M in Cn-H. Then from (2.6)

it follows that

RN(X, Y)i2N A= (DyNDxN_DxNDyN -D [X,y] )i2N A

=i2 (DyNDxN-15x Ny15N-Drx, y] N)NA=i2RN(X, Y)N A'

This, together with (2. 7), implies that RN (X, Y) = O. We have proved the

LEMMA 2. 1. Let M be a submanifold of S2n+l with trivial normal conne
ction. If the mean curvature vector field of M in ,S2n+l is parallel with re
spect to the normal connection, then, as a submanifold of Cn+!, M is of tr
ivial normal connection and its mean curuature vector field in Cn+! is also
parallel with respect to the normal connection induced from Cn+l.

Combining Lemma 2. 1 and Theorem Y-K, we have

THEOREM 2.2. Let M be a compact n+ 1 dimensional antl-znvariant sub
manifold of a unit sphere S2n+l under the action of the natural Sasakian st
ructure JL and the vector field iT is always tangent to M. If M is of tri
vial normal connection and the mean curvature vector field is parallel with
respect to the normal connection, then M is SI (rl) X ..• XSI (1'n+l)'

§ 3. n-dimensional anti-invariant submanifolds of Cpn.

In this section we consider such an n-dimensional submanifold M of a
complex projective space Cpn that at any point of the submanifold the tan
gent space is anti-invariant under the action of the almost complex structure
J of Cpn. Since the submanifold is n-dimensional we have from (1. 1) and
(1. 2),

(3.1)

(3.2)

that is, F=O, AAB=O. Hence we get

(3.3)

(3.4)

15;;H=O,

G(RN(XL, yL)NAL, NBL) =G(RN(X, Y)NA , NB)L,

because of (1.9) and (1. 11).
If the mean curvature vector field of the antI-invariant submanifold is para
llel with respect to the induced connection of the normal bundle, (1. 8)
and (3.3) imply that so is the mean curvature vector field H of n- 1 (M).
Furthermore, if M is of trivial connection and satisfies

(3.5) HBUA=HAUB,
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for A, B=l, 2, .. ', n, (1.12) and (3.4) show that 1r- l (M) is of trivial nor
mal connection. On the other hand, by construction of the almost complex
structure of CP", (JL, V) defines the natural contact metric structure of
8 2"+1. Thus 1r-l (M)is anti-invariant under the action of JL if ar..d only if
M is anti-invariant under J. Hence we have

THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a compact n-dimensional (n>1) anti-in"variant
submanifold of a complex projective space Cp" with tri"(}ial normal connec
tion. If the mean curvature vector field of M is parallel uith respect to the
normal connection and satisfies (3.5), then 1r- l (M) isS1(rt)X···X Sl(r,.+1),
where Sl(rj) denotes the circle of radius ri' Consequently M is diffcomorphic
to n-product of circles.
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